
WHICH TREATMENTS IN FIRST-LINE SETTING?: The treatment of metastatic kidney cancer has radically changed during the past decade, notably with the development of tyrosin kinase inhibitors (TKI) and the rise of immunotherapy. Kidney cancer, especially clear cell renal cell carcinoma (CCRC) which regroups 80% of cases, is associated with increased angiogenesis and VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) dependent signaling pathways. Targeted therapies have therefore modified therapeutical strategies through direct inhibition of VEGF on its receptor or inhibition of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. Consequently, new anti-angiogenic molecules are now available as first line treatment and are to be prioritized depending on tumoral histology and prognostic groups. These new molecules have allowed increased patient survival. Immunotherapy is again currently transforming our first line therapeutical approach of metastatic kidney cancer with numerous ongoing therapeutical trials including combination of targeted therapies with immune checkpoint inhibitors or association of various immunotherapies. Beyond these major first line changes, difficulties still remain in the therapeutical sequence which is crucial in the care of these patients. This report aims to underline first line therapeutical recommendations in metastatic kidney cancer and expose results of recent assays.